
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Newton 8” 4” 4” 4 4+ 2 2-3 L Monitor

Recorded ships of the class: His Apple, Principia, Spear of Gabriel (Independents) 
Forgehammer, Portcullis, Rampart (Kalium)

The Newton was the most common pre-war naval defence monitor in the service 
of mankind. Unlike modern monitors, the class is visually closer to a space station 

than a ship, suiting its near-static mission profile. With the speed of the Scourge 
invasion, few could manoeuvre into a firing position - unfortunate since it packs 

an enormous mass driver for a frigate-sized vessel. The XN-40 “Godray” was 
designed to destroy incoming targets long before they could return fire. It sits on a 
swivel mount, allowing not only tracking of deep space, but precise bombardment 

of surface targets. Pre-war this was largely used to quell any thoughts of 
insurrection or to level inhospitable landscape prior to surface exploration.

Today, the Newton still brings incredible firepower for its cost, at the price of speed 
and survivability. This gives it a valued place on the gun line of any Resistance or 

Kalium admiral capable of harnessing this ship’s strengths. Although unwieldy 
to bring to a forward position, its bombardment and anti-shipping firepower can 

lend the class a new lease of life in an offensive role.

Resistance Newton
Kill-Sat 45 pts

Newton 
Kill-Sat

Length: 643m

Displacement: 
4,245,000m³

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

XN-40 “Godray” Orbital 
Mass Driver 3+ 1 3 F Alt-1, Particle

XN-40 “Godray” Orbital 
Mass Driver (Bombardment) 2+ 1 3 F Alt-1, Bombardment
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Galileo 12” 4” 4” 4 4+ 2 1-2 L Detector, Monitor, 
Open, Rare

Recorded ships of the class: Amber Eye, Hubble IX, Magellan (Independents) 
All-Seeing, Lens of Truth, Nightpiercer (Kalium)

Galileo orbital telescopes are among the oldest human ships still flying. In the 
earliest days of foldspace exploration, jumps to un-noded locations had to be 

conducted in drive-wearing ‘hops’ or random inaccuracy would result. Surveying 
potential jump locations for potential and celestial threats necessitated a ship 

built around a gigantic, high-power scanner. Speed was unimportant, so the 
superstructure of the more common Newton class monitor was chosen as an 

efficient, low-cost base. Never a military vessel, the Galileo is unarmed besides 
basic point defence.

Surviving Galileos were vital to stranded Resistance fleets forced to use archaic 
jump-hops to seek the meagre resources not already discovered and either 

captured by the Scourge or (as with the Colonies) had their node codes changed. 
Being able to detect enemy activity from a vast distance is also of great use to those 

small remnant fleets hiding in the cracks of the galaxy - lest they be ambushed. 
At battlespace level, such observational power can be turned on in-system targets 
to achieve extraordinary definition unachievable with smaller hardware. This can 

augment Resistance vessels’ older scanning technology and aid a skilled captain 
in targeting vulnerable spots on enemy ships.

Resistance Galileo
Orbital Telescope 35 pts

Galileo Orbital 
Telescope

Length: 468m

Displacement: 
3,775,000m³

Space Telescope: When this ship uses the Active Scan special order, the target ship receives a Major Spike instead of 
a Minor Spike. If the target ship is on Silent Running and successfully revealed, it receives a Minor Spike. Additionally, until the end 
of the round any weapon systems targeting that ship score Critical hits when exceeding their Lock value by one rather than the usual 
two. For example, a weapon with a 3+ Lock will cause a Critical hit on a 4+ and a weapon with a 5+ Lock will cause a Critical hit on a 6+.
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